
SKILLS

Facial analysis (corrective make-up)

Natural & fashion techniques

Air Brush techniques

Custom blending foundation

Avant Garde techniques

Tattoo coverage

Character (old age, bald cap, hair laying)

Sculpting prosthetics

Foam latex, Silicone application

Prosthetic application

Translucent gelatin, Pros-aide transfer

Bruises, injuries, burns

Roller sets & Marcel irons

Custom hair extensions

Period inspired, modern, edgy hairstyles 

ABOUT ME:

Highly dedicated and skilled Makeup Artist

with an exceptional record of customer

service and client satisfaction. Adept at

perceiving individual clients’ unique skin

tone and corresponding makeup needs and

recommending products accordingly. Able

to work well independently or as part of a

professional team. Looking to expand my

talent as a makeup artist by working various

projects in film and fashion.

A L E XA  KA E L I E

F R EMOUNT
P R O F E S S I O N A L  M A K E U P  A R T I S T  

phone: 570.977.0330

Email: alexakaefremount@gmail.com

Instagram: @alexakaeartistry 

GET IN TOUCH

WORK BACKGROUND:

FREELANCE MAKEUP ARTIST
PA BASED |  2019-PRESENT

Provide consultations and makeup application services for

weddings, proms, and other special events.

SFX/Zombie makeup for haunted houses, Halloween

costumes, film/TV, and private clients.

Schedule and manage self-assigned appointments of

customers for make-up application sessions.

Exceptional knowledge of advanced makeup artistry and

cosmetics industry.

Address customer concerns, demonstrate empathy, and

consistently navigate the customer towards commitment.

Ability to overcome obstacles, and consistently strive to

improve skills and achieve goals.

Multitask by assisting multiple clients simultaneously in a

very fast paced environment.

SERVER
OLIVE GARDEN |  2018- PRESENT

Took orders, presented and explained specials, offered

information, and made suggestions about the menu.

Maintained clean and sanitary work areas and tables.

Anticipated and fulfilled guest needs and requests.

Followed proper plate presentation and garnished set up

details.

Served guests, prepared checks, and collected payment.

EDUCATION:

MAKE-UP DESIGNORY NYC
Master make-up Artistry Program 
(812 Hours)
Graduated 02/2021

CERIFICATIONS

BARBICIDE CERTIFICATION 2021

BARBICIDE COVID-19 CERTIFICATE 2021

SAFE SETS International - 
COVID-19 CERTIFICATE - 2021


